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Figures

1. Construction Contours at Ground Level
   [Drawing Nos. GIS-4214293-030-1 to GIS-4214293-030-12]

2. Construction Contours at 20 metres below Ground Level
   [Drawing Nos. GIS-4214293-032-1 to GIS-4214293-032-6]
Map contains information sourced from LINZ (Crown Copyright Reserved).
This map contains data derived in part or wholly from sources other than Beca and therefore, no representations or warranties are made by Beca as to the accuracy or completeness of this information.

Notes:
1. Track centerline imported from design REV E
2. TBM construction radii calculated from track centerline +2.4m based on approximate measure from AC-DW-NOR-TY-001 REV C
3. Stations represented as boxes based on the outlines provided in design REV E and station design from Jasmax 3D DWG files of 03/06/2012
4. Vibration radii modelled to a 1m spatial grid (1m in X,Y)
5. Surface works derived from the REV E alignment details and station
6. Radii values supplied by Marshall Day Acoustics

Legend
- Construction Contour - Historic (surface)
- Construction Contour - Residential (surface)
- Construction Contour - Commercial (surface)
- Design - Chainage Markers
- Design - Tunnel Centreline
- Design - Station Footprint
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1. Track centerline imported from design REV E
2. TBM construction radii calculated from track centerline +2.4m
   based on approximate measure from AC-DW-AK-TY-001 REV C
3. Stations represented as boxes based on the outlines provided in design REV E and station design from Jasmax 3D DWG files of 13/06/2012
4. Vibration radii modelled to a 1m spatial grid (1m in X-Y)
5. Surface works derived from the REV E alignment details and station
6. Radii values supplied by Marshall Day Acoustics
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This map contains data derived in part or wholly from sources other than Beca and therefore, no representations or warranties are made by Beca as to the accuracy or completeness of this information.

Notes:
1. Track centerline imported from design REV E
2. TBM construction radii calculated from track centerline +2.4m based on approximate measure from AC-DW-NOR-TY-001 REV C
3. Stations represented as boxes based on the outlines provided in design REV E and station design from Jasmax 3D DWG files of 13/06/2012
4. Vibration radii modeled to a 2m spatial grid (1m in X,Y)
5. Surface works derived from the REV E alignment details and station design
6. Radii values supplied by Marshall Day Acoustics
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Map intended for distribution as PDF document. Scale may be incorrect when printed.
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Notes:
1. Track centerline imported from design REV E
2. TBM construction radii calculated from track centerline +2.4m (based on approximate measure from AC-DW-NOR-TY-001 REV C)
3. Station footprint as shown based on the outlines provided in design REV E and station design from Jasmax 3D DWG files of 13/06/2012
4. Vibration radii modelled to a 1m spatial grid (1m in X,Y)
5. Surface works derived from the REV E alignment details and station design
6. Radii values supplied by Marshall Day Acoustics

Legend:
- Construction Contour - Historic (surface)
- Construction Contour - Residential (surface)
- Construction Contour - Commercial (surface)
- Design - Chainage Markers
- Design - Tunnel Centreline
- Design - Station Footprint
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This map contains data derived in part or wholly from sources other than Beca and therefore, no representations or warranties are made by Beca as to the accuracy or completeness of this information.
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Map contains information sourced from LINZ (Crown Copyright Reserved).
This map contains data derived in part or wholly from sources other than Beca and therefore, no representations or warranties are made by Beca as to the accuracy or completeness of this information.
Notes:
1. Track centerline imported from design REV E
2. TBM construction radii calculated from track centerline ±2.4m based on approximate measure from AC-DW-NOR-TY-001 REV C
3. Stations represented as boxes based on the outlines provided in design REV E and station design from Jasmax 3D DWG files of 13/06/2012
4. Vibration radii modeled to a 1m spatial grid (1m in X,Y)
5. Surface works derived from the REV E alignment details and station
6. Radii values supplied by Marshall Day Acoustics
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Notes:
3. Track centerline imported from design REV E
2. TBM construction radii calculated from track centerline +2.4m based on approximate measure from AC-DW-NOR-TY-001 REV C
3. Stations represented as boxes based on the outlines provided in design REV E and station design from Jasmax 3D DWG files of 13/06/2012
4. Vibration radii modeled to a 1m spatial grid (1m in X, Y).
5. Surface works derived from the REV E alignment details and station details
6. Radii values supplied by Marshall Day Acoustics
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This drawing is confidential and shall not be used for any purpose other than Beca
and therefore, no representations or warranties are made by Beca
as to the accuracy or completeness of this information.

Notes:
1. Track centerline imported from design REV E
2. TBM construction radii calculated from track centerline ±2.4m
   based on approximate measure from AC-DW-NOR-TY-001 REV C
3. Stations represented as boxes based on the outlines provided in
design REV E and station design from Jasmax 3D DWG
4. Vibration radii modelled to a 1m spatial grid (1m x 1m).
5. Surface works derived from the REV G alignment details and station
6. Radii values supplied by Marshall Day Acoustics

Map contains data derived in part or whole from sources other than Beca
and therefore, no representations or warranties are made by Beca
as to the accuracy or completeness of this information.
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3. Stations represented as boxes based on the outlines provided in design REV E and station design from Jasmax 3D DWG files of 13/06/2012
4. Vibration radii modelled to a 1m spatial grid (1m in X,Y)
5. Surface works derived from the REV E alignment details and station 3D DWG files of 13/06/2012
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3. Stations represented as boxes based on the outlines provided in
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Map contains information sourced from LINZ (Crown Copyright Reserved).
This map contains data derived in part or wholly from sources other than Beca and therefore, no representations or warranties are made by Beca as to the accuracy or completeness of this information.

Notes:
1. Track centerline imported from design REV E
2. TBM construction radii calculated from track centerline +2.4m based on approximate measure from AC-DW-NOR-TY-001 REV C
3. Stations represented as boxes based on the outlines provided in design REV E and station design from Jasmax 3D DWG files of 13/06/2012
4. Vibration radii modeled to a 1m spatial grid (3m in X,Y)
5. Surface works derived from the REV E alignment details and station design - Chainage Markers
6. Radii values supplied by Marshall Day Acoustics
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Notes:
1. Track centerline imported from design REV E
2. TBM construction radii calculated from track centerline +2.4m
   - based on approximate measure from AC-OA-AOR-TY-001 REV C
3. Stations represented as boxes based on the outlines provided in
   - design REV E and stations design from Jasmax 3D DWG
   - files of 13/06/2012
4. Vibration radii modeled to a 1m spatial grid (1m in X,Y).
5. Surface works derived from the REV G alignment details and station
6. Radii values supplied by Marshall Day Acoustics
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1. Track centerline imported from design REV E
2. TBM construction radii calculated from track centerline +2.4m
   based on approximate measure from AC-DW-NOR-TY-001 REV C
3. Stations represented as boxes based on the outlines provided in design REV E and station design from Jasmax 3D DWG
   files of 13/06/2012
4. Vibration radii modelled to a 1m spatial grid (1m in X, Y).
5. Surface works derived from the REV G alignment details and station design.
6. Radii values supplied by Marshall Day Acoustics
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